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Introduction

Our work in NI has developed considerably over the past 6 years, beginning with an initial
pilot project delivered in 2010 - 2012 across Ballymurphy and Whiterock working with
23 high risk young people. This project (GOALS project) delivered significant outcomes
for the young people involved as evidenced by an independent evaluation completed by
researchers from the University of Ulster and formed the basis for growing our work across
North, South, East and West Belfast. At present we currently have significant focus of our
work across North and West Belfast plus replications of our model in partnership with
local organisations within East Belfast, Portadown, Coleraine and Omagh. Within the
next 6 months we also expect to have a local delivery partnership active in South Belfast,
ensuring that ACN has provision for young people across the city. Specifically in Belfast
our key outputs over the past 2 years are as follows:

• Young people engaged in programming: 4,236
• Number of young people volunteering: 1,148
• Number of young people accredited and accessing work placements: 1,021

Our Supporters
The growth of our operations in Belfast and other towns across NI has exceeded our
expectations with key funding secured from both public and private funding sources to
implement our model of delivery and work to deliver positive outcomes for young people.
Our supporters and funders include:
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OFMDFM Social Investment Fund Early Intervention Project

OFMDFM Social Investment Fund Early Intervention Project

The Social Investment Fund Early Intervention Programme
for the West Belfast Zone area is a three year programme
that will work with over 900 young aged 12-21. Following
a procurement process, ACN was appointed as the lead
partner to deliver the project within a consortium approach
involving over 13 community and youth partners. In order
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The project is broken down into 6 zones:
• Zone 1 – Lower Shankill
• Zone 2 – Upper Shankill
• Zone 3 – Upper Springfield
• Zone 4 – Upper Falls
• Zone 5 – Mid Falls
• Zone 6 – Lower Falls
Our approach to working with young people at risk of becoming involved in criminal
activity is to work closely with community partners and statutory agencies at a local
community level, thereby ensuring that the approach employed reflects local needs and
issues and has local community support at its core. With the help of this local buy in and
youth engagement, we then work with partners to create a positive pathway for each
young person engaged using our 6 step approach:
1 Participant Engagement
2 Capacity Building
3 Mentoring
4 Accredited Training
5 Peer Led Social Action
6 Exit Strategies and Referrals
Support networks and opportunities for young person development are flexible, are led
by the need of participants and therefore responsive to participant and local community
issues. The comprehensive and holistic approach employed by ACN and our partners is
centred on the needs of the individual with various support structures and pathways for
progression to training, education or employment opportunities. This includes working
with community partners to procure additional specialist support or training services from
suitable local providers as required to address any specific issues which may be impacting
upon an individual’s participation in the project or personal development.
Partners from across the 6 geographical areas within Year 1 of the Early Intervention
project have been able to deliver a high level of success engaging over 300 young
people in a variety of learning and personal development opportunities.
To give an overview of our work with partners to deliver the project, we have detailed
a summary of one programme being delivered and case study from each of the
geographical areas.
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Zone 1 – Lower Shankill

Partner - Hammer Youth Club
Throughout Year 1, Zone 1 has developed weekend interventions addressing high risk
behaviours and sessions are programmed on Friday, Saturday nights and Sunday
morning. Activities are delivered working closely with the PSNI in the Shankill area.
“The group have also stated how much the boxing classes on a Sunday have helped
them stay in on a Saturday night and not drink any alcohol. They are all saying that they
feel much fitter and healthier even during the week“

Case Study
X is a young 18 year old male who lives in the Shankill Road, moving to the Belfast area
when he was 12. The transition for X was not easy and he encountered bullying and
other barriers to make the move to Belfast difficult. Over the past number of years X
had to adjust to a new life and reintegrate in a new community in the Lower Shankill,
X came to realise this was not easy and his family encountered a variety of problems including drugs substance misuse and wider consequences as a result of this. X
found himself with a peer group that, like himself tried to navigate their way through
adolescence dealing with their own individual issues, the group of young including X
enjoyed going to the interfaces and engaging in anti-social behaviour.
X was then referred through to the SIF programme in the Lower Shankill zone
by one of our local partners the Hammer Youth Club. X had previously been a member
but dropped off due to a lack of interest and apathy coupled with substance misuse.
The PSNI also identified X as someone who would be at risk of getting a criminal
record through his behaviour.
X has been on the project from the start and is one of the only young people not
to have missed a session. He sees the fitness programme held on a Friday night and
Sunday morning as an alternative to the behaviours that he would have got involved
in previously. X has been able to evidence and reflect on the drastic fall in substance
misuse via his engagement on this programme with ACN and the Hammer Youth
Club.
X has now completed an action plan and is now on an apprenticeship as an
electrician, he has stated it has it has helped his health, wellbeing and self-confidence.
During the time of the project X had to deal with many personal issues but used the
SIF EI project and his bespoke action plan to act as a support tool, using mentoring
sessions to stay focused and motivated.
Since the end of the programme X has continued with his physical fitness and
has a yearlong gym membership. He continues to work on his learning pathways and
still engages with the staff that assisted him in completing his action plan this year.
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Zone 2 - Upper Shankill

Partner – NI Alternatives
The Zone 2 programme has had a strong focus on leadership/teamwork skills throughout
Year 1. Street Soccer every Saturday night has been a brilliant success in creating a
diversionary alternative for young people living in the Upper Shankill / Woodvale area as
well as sustaining youth engagement.
Case Study
Y was referred to NI Alternatives via the CAIT team, following several suicide attempts
and he had also gone missing for several days from the family home. Y also had
outstanding community service hours to serve due to attacking another male and
was at risk of being sent to Hydebank due to non-completion of the hours. When
referred Y had a lot going on and no support from external agencies to help him get
through this difficult period.
Upon our first meeting Y seemed quiet, very reserved and very remorseful for
the suicide attempts and what he had put his family through. The worker engaging
with him could see from the first meeting that Y had a lot of potential and would benefit
from the Early Intervention Programme. In his Action Plan he stated that he wanted to
complete Tech by obtaining his Level 2 qualifications, staying away from prescription
medication, completing his community service hours and then getting into work.
The worker agreed to meet on a weekly basis initially and then review after 6 weeks.
Throughout the year Y has worked hard to get to where he is now. He is 1
month away from completing his Level 2 qualifications; he completed his community
service hours with within NI Alternatives by helping us move premises and helping
our chef. He has not touched any drugs and as a result of his placement within Tech
he will gain employment from September on completion of his qualifications. He has
worked hard and just last week his girlfriend gave birth to their son.
Y has grown up and developed personally through the year with support from
his worker within NI Alternatives and the Early Intervention programme. Y will go on
to be a brilliant father and a brilliant young man in whatever he decides to do.
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Zone 3 – Upper Springfield

Partners - Newhill YC / Corpus Christie YC / Matt Talbott YC
Year 1 has established a wealth of personal and social development projects that have
witnessed the re - engagement of young people in youth provision in the Upper
Springfield area. All young people that have participated have had high engagement levels
and the programme has helped to change perceptions of and for young people.
Case Study
Z is aged 16 lives in the Glen Road area but comes up to Moyard to a group of friends
who are all from the Moyard area.
Z was referred to the SIF project following his behaviour in the local youth
centre. He had been drinking, smoking and getting into anti-social behaviour before
the start of this project. Z had been stopped and chased a number of times by police
for drinking in the street or causing disruption within the community. Z had stopped
talking part in football which was one of his hobbies prior to falling into risk taking
behaviour. Z had never been involved in group work and had never come up through
any youth centres so there was a clear need identified for early intervention. It was
hard to keep Z’s interest in any sessions he was involved in.
From Z was referred to the SIF programme the development and improvement
in him has been immense. As time went on he had become more involved in group
work sessions while also taking part in planning events. He is now not been involved
in any antisocial behaviour. He encourages other members of the group to get more
involved. He has given up smoking and is now back at football training. He finds that
the programme is a way to keep him off the streets and gives him something to look
forward to and give him more of a sense of belonging. Z now has a better attitude
towards his peers and other workers as he sees the youth centre and the workers who
are working alongside him more of an advantage rather than a hindrance.
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Zone 4 – Upper Falls

Partner - Upper Andersonstown Community Forum
This year Zone 4 has developed an employability project reflective of the young people(s)
needs. They have established a diverse and innovative accreditation curriculum whereby
young people have engaged in courses such as; DJ Skills, Level 1 Make up and Beauty, Hair
Dressing, IFA Soccer Award, Personal Development, Driving Theory, Peer Mentoring and
Autism Awareness Training.
Case Study
F attended the Youth Club but around the age of 16 but he drifted away from the
centre. F disengagement with the centre and local sports was replaced with joining a
peer group who had little to do but hang around corners, shops and streets and were
at major risk of being drawn into anti-social activity in the local area.
F was re engaged by SIF Early Intervention outreach workers who frequently
met with F on the street and after building a relationship with F established that he had
a keen interest in Sport. F then began to reengage in activities via the SIF programme
in the Youth Centre and soon expressed an interest in Youth Work. F began
volunteering with junior clubs and the after schools services before being offered a
place on a Youth Work qualification at Level 2. F worked hard applying himself to his
work and soon achieved his qualification. He continues to volunteer within the youth
club and enjoyed planning sporting activities for our younger members during the
after schools and summer scheme this summer.
Recently a full time job within our Youth Centre became available and F applied
and succeeded in gaining employment. He has now started his Level 3 Youth Work
qualification. F has stated that the SIF EI programme has helped him gain confidence
and more experience, he has now began to work on our Health and Wellbeing
programme; delivering sessions in Fitness and Nutrition to pupils in local Primary
and secondary schools. F is now also currently working on putting a football team
together and is actively developing programmes for them in relation to fitness and
training this summer as a part of his new role. It is expected that F will also play a key
role in developing the second year of SIF in this zone.
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Zone 5 - Mid Falls

Partner - The Blackie Centre
The young people participating within the Mid Falls and St James area have been taking
part in personal development, social action programmes and one to one mentoring
in preparation for employability outcomes. Young people within the Zone have
demonstrated clear progression in relation to leadership skills and personal development.
Case Study
V is a 17 year old from the area that has been referred on to the SIF programme in
the Zone. V has made great strides in getting his life back on track, previously V had
been in several incidents with the police and made wrong choices affecting the local
community, many of these choices were compounded with a chronic gambling
habit. As a result of many of these different issues V found himself self-harming.
Through the programme V undertook intense mentoring sessions and
developed action plans to address identified barriers and build positive pathways
including community reintegration in to his life. V worked with staff to implement the
plan and began by attended the hospital and received help for the self-harming. As a
result V has made positive progress in achieving his action plan.
V has recognised and moved to address his issues with gambling, regularly
attending a gamblers anonymous group. After engaging in diversionary activities
that steered V away from potential negative choices he became pivotal in creating
and participating in a weekend community fishing club, he now goes fishing with
the group at weekends, now feeling a part of a new positive group and the wider
community. V now regularly volunteers to work on the community farm and has also
enrolled in a volunteering programme with another youth organisation where he has
gained qualifications for his regular engagement and participation.
V is still completing key aspects of his action plan and we now see a clear role
for him this summer, undertaking volunteering in diversionary projects and also as a
peer mentor and acting as a role model for future participants within the second year
of SIF.
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Zone 6 – Lower Falls

Partner - Grosvenor Youth and Community centre
Zone 6 has initiated a varied programme of issue based and diversionary opportunities for
young people including a Late Night Friday Soccer and Health Programme. Young people
have participated in a Sport and Health Camp and capacity building programme within
Year 1. Additionally, one to one support work, personal development and social interaction
activities have delivered positive pathways for participants with Zone 6.
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Youth Steering Committee – ‘The Voice of Young People’

• ‘What we say doesn’t really matter because no one listens’ – DM Shankill Road
• ‘Why would I vote when young people get left behind because of the negative
stereotypes people have on us, people are more concerned with religion rather than
what we need to move forward’ – MC Ballymurphy
These two quotes summarise some of things that can run through young people’s minds
and can give people an indication of how out of touch society can be from young people
who will grow up to be the next generation to take our local communities forward. At
ACN we believe in a young person led approach to bridge this gap and give young people
more of a say in what they actually need in their communities and how they can make a
difference in moving forward.
In May 2016 we formed a Youth Steering Committee made up of young people from North
and West Belfast with the main purpose to inform decisions on how programmes should
be delivered to have the biggest impact for young people, to inform what’s needed in
their communities and to support us to work alongside them to deliver positive change
for young people and local communities. We see this as a progression route for young
people to help build additional capacity and look at ideas such as social enterprises or
social action projects that will not only enhance their personal and social skills but will also
benefit the community in which they live. Within the committee each participant will
complete an “Active Citizen’s” programme to build their capacity in terms of getting
involved in community life in their area, volunteering and managing / development
initiatives for community benefit. Participants will also learn how to source and apply for
funding from different agencies to support this work.
The Committee’s first role will be to support our Belfast team to plan a series of young
person friendly events such as our ASDA celebration event in the City Hall in and also
Sports Leaders Events.
This goes hand and glove with our volunteer committee who help us all year round by
getting experience in a range of different community events and fun days by using the
skills that they receive from participation in our programmes such as Community Sports
Leaders Awards, VRQ accredited training in “Using Sport to Tackle Youth Crime, Dance
Leaders Award and IFA Grassroots Coaching Awards to name a few. Our volunteer pool
also go through volunteer training to ensure that they are ready for these type of events
and all be trained in first aid, child protection and equality diversity and inclusion so they
are well equipped when going out onto the field for whatever session with other young
people.
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Training

Accredited training is a central element of our work with young people as we seek to
empower and support the development of young people into employment, job related
training or further education. Over 100 young people have completed accredited training
from January to May.
During the period January 2016 – May 2016 we have delivered accredited training
programmes to over 100 young people from the West Belfast and Greater Shankill area.
Some of the courses delivered are detailed below:
• Colaiste Feirste School completing a Level 2 Community sport leaders
• Willow Bank Youth Club completed a Level 2 Community sport leaders
• The Hammer Youth Club completed an OCN Level 1 Equality Diversity and Inclusion
• The Grosvenor Community Centre have completed a VRQ Using Sport to Tackle Youth
Crime

The Hammer Youth Club
completed an OCN Level 1
Equality Diversity and
Inclusion

OCN Level 1 Equality
Diversity and Inclusion
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Youth Steering Committee – ‘The Voice of Young People’

Willow Bank Youth Club
completed a Level 2
Community Sport Leaders

Colaiste Feirste School
completing a Level 2
Community sport leaders
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Recent and Upcoming Events

23rd June 2016 Sport Leadership Awards
Venue: Active Communities Network office Curran House Twin Spires
Time: 6pm-8pm
Active Communities Network has
been delivering Level 2 Community
Sport Leadership courses within West
& North Belfast with young people
to
increase
educational
and
employability opportunities. The
course motivates and empowers
young people to be role models
within their community and increase
sporting activity with a progression route into sport or youth work
training.
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Our Combined Social Action Programme and Year 1 Event

Approaching the end of Year 1 the SIF Early Intervention programme for the Belfast West
Zone has already engaged over 300 young people. As a consequence of all the varied
projects and partnership working, 60 young people have been brought together from
across the six Zones in March for a residential experience.
The weekend was used to showcase the achievements by young people within the SIF
programme in Year 1. A combined Social Action programme to celebrate the positive
contributions of young people across the Zones was then planned along with a SIF social
action celebration event. The link below has some video footage of the weekend and the
experiences of young people that took part:
https://youtu.be/KDYHHQc3Hx0
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ASDA Foundation / Active Communities Network Partnership

Since 2013 the ASDA Foundation has had a strategic partnership with Active Communities
Network. Initially focusing on pilot projects in London and Belfast, the partnership has
focused on delivering programmes at the heart of some of the most deprived and excluded
communities in the UK.
Up to April 2016 the partnership has engaged 14,000 young people, with over 2,000
achieving educational qualifications and undertaking work placements / jobs – and was
awarded a high commendation award at the highly prestigious Business Charity Awards
in the ‘Best Project’ category in central London.
The programme delivery through the ASDA Foundation funded programme within Belfast
has has been very successful in engaging and building the capacity of local young people.
In September 2015 we held a celebration event in Belfast City Hall were we awarded
over 100 accredited certificates to young people from North and West Belfast, this year
we are looking to grow the event to include all those young people that have completed
accredited training with ACN from across NI.
Some examples of delivery through this work include:
• In September 2015 a group of 20 young people from North Belfast completed a
Community Sports Leaders Award and as part of it organised a half marathon to fundraise
for mental health and suicide awareness. The ASDA North Belfast CLC came along over the
duration of the group and supported the organisation of the marathon throughout
• In West Belfast a group of hard to reach young girls from the Lower Falls were engaged
on one of our ASDA programmes and are now at a stage where they are entering an
employability pathway. Their journey started off with them at risk of dropping out of school
and through the ASDA programme with ACN they embarked on a health and beauty
course where they completed an accreditation which resulted in them doing a fashion
catwalk with all the clothes coming from George, ASDA and all the 17 CLC’s took part in the
fashion show
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Our delivery through our ASDA Foundation partnership includes Portadown, Coleraine
and Omagh and we provide services in these areas in tandem with local partners. Our
delivery partners for each area are detailed below:
Drumgor Detached Youth Work Project
Drumgor Detached Youth Work Project is the lead
partner for the ASDA programme in Craigavon,
Portadown and Lurgan. Working with young people on
the streets, Drumgor has managed to create a network
of grassroots organisation in the wider Craigavon area
to target those young people most marginalised
Bushmills Residents and Environmental Forum
Bushmills Residents and Environmental Forum have
been facilitating the ASDA programme in the Coleraine
area since last year. Sports engagement has been
followed up with many young people achieving a range
of qualifications and volunteering opportunities. 2016
will see another busy summer with community events
and opportunities for young people in the Coleraine and
Bushmills area.
Youth Sport Omagh
Youth Sport Omagh is a hub of sports and youth activity
at their multi sport facility located just outside the
town. ACN has been working with the organisation to
deliver a range of sports based youth engagement
activities, events and accredited training programme for
local young people.
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Case Study – ASDA Foundation and ACN Belfast Programme

We CARE We COOK in partnership
with Colin Glen Allotments

Case Study
13 year old from Colin Area, West Belfast
This young person got involved with ACN through a conversation with another youth
organisation. The young person had no confidence and had a lot of responsibilities at
home. Being involved in the ACN programme was a release for the young person to do
some therapeutic activities such as sports, diversionary trips and dance. After building
a relationship with the young person through issue based group work, the issue of
caring for young siblings at home was a major worry for this young person due to the
responsibility of supervising and cooking at home. ACN developed a partnership with
Colin Glen allotments and put together a 7 week cooking course for young people
with caring responsibilities to look at quick and easy meals to cook at home with
information on nutrition and health and safety. The young person completed the course
successfully and feeling more equipped and confident at home and being responsible
for their younger siblings.
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